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Fall of Giants by Ken Follett

Fall of Giants is the first of a new novel trilogy by author Follett. It portrays the
lives of five interrelated German, Welsh, Russian, English, and American
families. The sweep of this novel is multi-faceted, covering WW I, women’s
suffrage, and the Russian Revolution. Those who enjoy this novel will be
enthusiastically awaiting the next two books in the trilogy. In these
installments, Follett will follow the lives of the succeeding generations of the
same families through the rest of the 20th Century.
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New Books

The Reader
by Bernhard Schlink

In this erotic thriller, young Michael Berg has a
post-WW II affair with an older woman who
then disappears mysteriously. Years later,
Michael, now a law student, sees her again ---
in a courtroom on trial for Nazi war crimes!
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Want WW Plots Made Into Films?

In the Balance
by Harry Turtledove

This novel begins a four-part series on WW II —
with a SF twist! See what happens to history’s
major players, big and small, when Earth is
threatened with the appearance of malicious
conquerors from a distant world!
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Like WW Fiction with a SF Twist?
Eye of the Needle

by Ken Follett

A ruthless Nazi assassin knows the secret to a
major Allied deception. A lonely Englishwoman
on an isolated island is the only one standing in
his way. Read the novel to discover the
shocking conclusion!
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Want More by the Author?
Atonement

by Ian McEwan

Follow a tangled web between lovers Cecilia
and Robbie and Cecilia’s younger sister, Briony.
Briony dooms the two to a troubled life by falsely

accusing Robbie of raping her cousin Lola.
Later, Briony tries to atone for the error.
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Like WW Novels with Romance?

The War: An Intimate History,1941-1945
by Ken Burns & Geoffrey C. Ward

This acclaimed work focuses on the WW II
memories of citizens from the four corners of the
United States. The states selected were Minne-
sota, California, Connecticut, and Alabama.
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Like WW Topics in Non-fiction?
The English Patient
by Michael Ondaatje

A badly burned pilot lands on the Saharan sands and
is transported to a ravaged makeshift Allied hospital
in an Italian villa. A nurse stays behind to care for him
as others pull out. At this point, the mystery of the
burned man’s identity begins to unfold into a complex
tale of intrigue and suspense.
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Want WW Novels in Exotic Places?


